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The correlation functions of spatially-inhomogeneous fluctuations in an electron gas located in a 
strong electric field are calculated for small inelasticity of the collisions. Two limiting cases are 
considered.: 1) the frequency of the interelectronic collisions is equal to zero, or 2) the interelec
tronic collisions dominate. In the first case the differential conductivity a a,B(k, w) and the spec
tral density of the fluctuations of the extraneous currents are found. In the second case the electron 
temperature approximation is used, and the long wavelength and low frequency fluctuations are 
represented as fluctuations of the concentration and temperature of the electrons. Transport equa
tions are obtained for these fluctuations, and the correlation functions of the corresponding Lange
vin sources are calculated. 

A knowledge of the correlation functions for the ex
traneous fluctuations of the spatially-inhomogeneous 
( k ;;" 0) currents iln a nonequilibrium gas and of the 
differential conductivity of such a gas makes it possible 
to solve a wide range of problems involving fluctuations 
in a medium containing a nonequilibrium electron gas. 
A general scheme for the calculation of the fluctuations 
in a nonequilibrium gas, with collisions taken into con
sideration (using a Langevin formulation), was devel
oped in a previous article[ 1 l (in what follows, this arti
cle will be referred to as I). There the spatially
homogeneous fluctuations were calculated in a semi
conductor in which the current carriers were heated 
by a strong electric field. 

In the present article the correlation functions are 
found for fluctuations with k ;;" 0. Two limiting cases 
are considered: 1) the case when interelectronic colli
sions are unimportant (Sec. 1) and 2) the case when 
interelectronic collisions, on the other hand, are im
portant, and notably they determine the form of the 
symmetric part of the distribution function (Sec. 2 ). 

1. SPECTRAL DENSITY OF THE CURRENT FLUC
TUATIONS AND THE DIFFERENTIAL CONDUC
TIVITY IN THE ABSENCE OF INTERELECTRONIC 
COLLISIONS 

According to I, the correlation functions for the ex
traneous fluctuations of the occupation numbers and 
consequently of the current, the concentration of car
riers, and so forth can be expressed in terms of the 
distribution function (the average value of the occupa
tion number) and the Green's function g(p, p'; k, w) 
for the kinetic equation with a linearized collision inte
gral. Let us consider a non-degenerate electron gas in 
a strong constant electric field E. For collisions of 
small inelasticity, when 

llerr ~ 1 and, in addition, ki.Tt1 ~ 1, w-r 1 ~ 1 

(r1 is the relaxation time of the momentum), i.e., in 
Davydov's approximation the part of the Green's func
tion which is antisymmetric in p is given by Eq. 

(1.3.16) (the notation is the same as in I): 
{ llp,p•-CLp,p• (. , 1 a) ( , 1 } 

g"(pp'· kw) = t"t(e) - tkv -r eE-- go ep; >w) , 
' 2 . n ap 

(1.1) 
and the symmetric part, g0 ( Ep'; kw ), as a function of 
the energy E satisfies the second-order differential 
equation given by Eqs. (1.3.17) and (1.3.29), which here 
we write in the form 

..!_[N(e)e(r..!_+i)g•]-1..(e;kw)go=~dF(ep';k). (1.2) 
de -ro(e) de V de 

Conservation of the number of particles during accel
eration by the field and collisions, together with the 
requirement that g0 be normalizable leads to two 
boundary conditions for E = 0 and E = oo: 

[ N(e)£ ( • d ) ] . [ N(e)e ( • d ) J lim -- T -+1 go =hm -- T -+1 go =0. 
,..,0 To(s) . de ,_oo -ro(e) de 

According to Eq. (1.2) one of these conditions may 
be replaced by the equation of continuity .. 

~ de£go = V-1F(O, p'; k). 
0 

In article I, Eq. (1.2) was solved in the low fre
quency and long wavelength limit, i.e., for 

(1.3) 

WTo ~ 1, ku•o ~ 1, (kvr)2.rot"l ~ 1, (1.4) 

where To is the time of scattering of the energy, u is 
the drift velocity in the field E, and VT is the random 
velocity. Upon fulfilment of the inequalities (1.4) the 
term Ago in Eq. (1.2) is small. However, the equation 
of continuity (1.3) shows that the function g0 itself 
cannot be expanded in powers of small parameters. 
Nevertheless it turned out to be possible to express it 
in terms of such solutions of Eq. (1.2), each of which 
may be found in the form of a series in powers of k 
and w. Namely, Eq. (1.3.30) was obtained, which gives 

g0 (ep'; kw) = ilJ!"(p'; kw)cp(e; kw) + 'P(ep'; kw), (1.5) 

where cp denotes the solution of Eq. (1.2) with zero on 
the right-hand side and 1/J denotes a certain particular 
solution of Eq. (1.2 ). Each of these functions tends to 
zero in the necessary way as E - oo and is found by 
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means of successive iterations of Eq. (1.2 ). In order 
to find the factor F;J{ which does not depend on E, it is 
necessary to substitute (1.5) into (1.4). In contrast to 
I, here we shall use the solution for g0 containing the 
functions rp and 1/J which satisfy the conditions 

"" "' . \de 2N(e)QJ (&)= 1, S deN(e)I(J(e)=O • 
0 0 

This is convenient because then OJ(' (p'; kw) is the 
Fourier amplitude of the change in the concentration 
of particles. The expression for g0 obtained as are
sult only differs from Eq. (1.3.30) by a certain regroup
ing of the terms. 

Knowing g( pp'; kw) one can find the differential 
conductivity O'a(:l(kw) for hot electrons. It is needed, 
in particular, in order to calculate the correlation 
functions of the observed current fluctuations with 
fluctuations of the field taken into account from the 
correlation functions of the extraneous currents, which 
we obtain below. For simplicity let us write out only 
that part of the electrical conductivity tensor which 
describes the response in an irrotational field. Ac
cording to Eqs. (1.4.9), (1.1), and (1.3.30-31) 

k~·k~ 
a .. r(k(l))= a,.p•(koo)~ 

u .. -tD,...,k ... -t(w -ku)u .. tf! k , (1 6) 
= a.,,'+ k ·k D k ·k k z ya., · · w- u+1"' ,.,,, ~,+r u(oo- ·u)t~J 

Here a~{:l = aOa(:l +2(da/dE 2)EaE(:l is the static dif
ferential conductivity tensor, a= j/E, and 

2 s"' u2tj D.J. =- dxN(x)--no(x). 
n 0 3 

(1) 2 s"' ( dno ) to =- dxN(x)xt0 (x) ---
n 0 . dx 

X [( fl(x)/1-!(0)- f(x) )2 _ ( 2e-r1 )2] 
N(x)xno(x)/n 3mfl(O) ' 

(2l_ 2 S .. dxf(x)to(x) [ f(x)- fl(X)/11(0) 2et1(x) J 
Yo-- +--::-~-=-

n 0 T'(x) N(x)xn0 (x)/n 3mfl(O) ' 

2e s"' 2xtj ( dno ) 
l'(e)=n dxN(x) Sm -a:; , 

• 
2 "' 

/(e)=- S dx N(x)no(x). 
n • 

(1.7) 

In the approximation adopted here (kuT0 « 1) the pole 
of the electrical conductivity (1.6) and of the Green's 
function is determined by the expression 

(I)= ku + ikaDa~k~. 
From here it follows that the tensor Da(:l describes 
diffusion damping of small perturbations in an electron 
gas and may be called the tensor of the coefficients of 
diffusion. The quantity D.J. is the coefficient of diffu
sion in a direction perpendicular to the strong field, 
and 

is the longitudinal coefficient of diffusion. 
Sometimes it is more convenient to use not 

O'a(:l(kw) but a formula for Oj which expresses the 
current in terms of 1in, the change in the concentra-

tion of carriers. Having made use of Eq. (1.5), we 
obtain 

6j,.(koo) = a .. ~'6E~(kw)+ e[ua- w .. ,kp- l(oo- ku)ua-r.f>J6n(k(l)). 
(1.8) 

One can use expression (1.8) for Oj provided O'T0 « 1. 
In the opposite case, on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.8) 
it is necessary to take into account the terms of the 
order of the product of aOE times the small parame
ters ikuT0 and iwTo to the first and second powers. 
These corrections arise from terms of first and 
second order in 1/J. Equation (1.8) together with the 
equation of continuity 

i111e6n= ik6j 

forms a system of hydrodynamical equations for the 
gas under consideration, obtained to within the diffusion 
corrections to the current inclusively. 

We obtain the correlation functions of the extraneous 
currents by substituting expressions (1.1) and (1.5) 
into formula (I.4.6) 

(6j;x(r!tt) 6i:X(ratz) )k., 

= _2_na_' JlD .. p+ _,D,.:.J.::..:('-w..,.-._......,k:-u-'--) (':ck:-"-:"•:-+-=---;k.:...su_, ... ;;-)--:-+-:k:-:-"'-'D-:-"-''P"'"·k.:..s·...:(:-ucz_u.:...~-:---k.,..":-k-'-~D-'.J.:=-2.:...) } 
V (w- ku)L+(ka.•D,..,.kp•J 2 + 2ka,kwD .. •w(w- ku)kut012J 

Upon a slight heating of the electron gas, i.e., for 
(1.9) 

u2 T0 << v2 T1, the expression written down goes over 
into Eq. (I.4.18). If the field is strong, certain terms 
both in the numerator and in the denominator of (1.9) 
may be of different order with respect to the small 
parameter kuTo depending on the relation between w 
and k · u, and the choice of the tensor indices a and {:l. 
However, they must be retained because they depend 
on the orientations of k and u in different ways, and 
under certain conditions may give a contribution of the 
order of the first term inside the curly brackets, i.e., 
of the order of D.J.. 

From Eq. (1.9) it follows that the spectral density 
of the spatially-homogeneous fluctuations of the current 
at zero frequency in a semiconductor containing hot 
electrons and in the absence of interelectronic colli
sions is directly related to the diffusion tensor by11 

.ex .c 2n~ 
(6Ja (r!ti)6Jp (rztz))o,o=---y-Dap. (1.10) 

The relation between the spectral density of the trans
verse fluctuations of the current and the transverse 
coefficient of diffusion, D .J., which was obtained in I 
(see Eq. (1.4.10), is a special case of this formula. 
From Eq. (1.10) it follows that the spectral density of 
the current fluctuations in the direction of a strong 
field is proportional to Du. From the comparison 
carried out in I (Sec. 4) of the spectral densities of the 
current fluctuations along the field and perpendicular 
to the field, it follows that Du = D 1 provided the relaxa
tion time T 1 of the momentum does not depend on the 
energy, D11 < Dl for the scattering of electrons by the 
deformation potential of the acoustic phonons ( T 1 
cc E-1/ 2 ), and D11 > D1 for dT1/dE >O. 

Let us note one more property of the correlator of 
the currents which may turn out to be useful. For co-

1lThis relation is also obtained in an article by Gantsevich, Gurevich, 
and Katilyus. [2] We are grateful to the authors of this article for send
ing us a preprint. 
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incident times it obviously is given by 

t diu ex ex 2e2 
J ~(13ja (r,tt)/ljp (r~12)).,,k=o=-----v.-L; (v,.-u 2 )(vp-up)n(p). 
~ p 

This expression is valid for arbitrary inelasticity of 
the scattering. In principle it enables one, with the aid 
of measurements of the drift velocity and the integral 
over frequency of the spectral density of the current 
fluctuations, to obtain information about the harmonics 
of second order in the expansion of n( p) in terms of 
spherical functions. 

2. FLUCTUATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH A LARGE 
FREQUENCY OF THE INTERELECTRONIC 
COLLISIONS 

Now let us go to the case when the interaction be
tween electrons ils essential and may be described by 
a pair collision integral. 2> Just as in the preceding 
Section, we shall confine our attention to conditions 
under which the inelasticity of the scattering is small. 
Then, as is well-known,E6' 7 l for a solution of the kinetic 
equation one can use the electron temperature approxi
mation, according to which the symmetric part of the 
distribution function has the form 

n(rt) 
n0 (ert) = ---exp[-e/T(rt)]. 

N,(T) 

Here n(rt) and T(rt) denote the local concentration 
and temperature of the electrons, and Nc ( T) is the 
effective density of states. In this case the symmetric 
part of the fluctuations On0 ( Ert) in the occupation num
ber may be expressed in terms of fluctuations of the 
hydrodynamical parameters, that is, in terms of the 
concentration On(rt) and temperature OT(rt) of the 
electrons whose dependence on r and t is described 
by the transport equations. Calculation of the correla
tion functions reduces to a solution of these equations. 
As a consequence of their obviousness, in the present 
case such a method is more convenient than the appli
cation of the general formulas of article I containing 
the Green's function found in the electron temperature 
approximation. 

Since the collisions of electrons with each other, 
with phonons, and with impurities are statistically in
dependent, one can represent Eq. (1.2.7) for the fluc
tuations of the occupation number in the form 

- e ~ 
L(prt) 6n(prt)- S{ (p)- S.,.,'(p) +- /lE(rt)-
- h 8p 

= /3J,(prt)+ 6lce()lrt). (2 .1) 

We have denoted the linearized collision integral and 
the extraneous fluxes of particles in the state p, r, 
associated with seattering by phonons and by impuri
ties, by Sz ( p) and OJ z ( prt ), and the corresponding 
terms associated with interelectronic collisions are 
denoted by S~e(P) and OJee(prt). The fluxes OJz and 

2> Strictly speaking, the pair collision integral in a plasma exists only 
upon taking the dynamical screening of the Coulomb interaction into 
account. [ :J.sl However, it is sufficient for us to confine our attention to 
a model formulation of the problem in which the finite nature of the 
pair collision integral is guaranteed by a suitable cutoff of the interac
tion cross section. [ 5 ] 

OJee are not correlated, which corresponds to the ad
ditive nature of the collision integrals Sz and See· 

Let us divide the fluctuations On(prt) into sym
metric and antisymmetric parts with respect to p. In 
the approximation of Davydov they contain, respectively, 
the harmonics with l = 0 and l = 1 in the expansion of 
On( p) in terms of spherical functions. 3> 

For wT1 << 1 and kvr1 << 1 
. { 86no eE 86no e 8no } 6na(prt)=T1 (e) M.(prt)-v----------6E(rt) . or h 8p h 8p 

(2 .2) 
Here OJa(P) = [OJz(p)- Mz( -p)J/2, and the terms 
associated with interelectronic collisions are omitted 
under the assumption that the frequency of these colli
sions Vee $ r1\ and they do not have any effect on the 
scatter,ing of momentum (sJ (this implies the neglect of 
viscosity). For On0(Ert) we have 

iJ6n 0 iJ6n. eE iJ6n. , , at+ v -a;-+ hap- S, (p; 6n0)- s .. (p; /lno) 

e iJno + 0 - OE(rt) = 6lo(ert)+ Meeo(ert), (2 .3) 
n op 

where OJo = [Mz(p) + OJz( -p)J/2. 
We shall regard the following as small parameters: 

( "••••) -', Ul/ v .. , ku I v .. , k'u'-r;, I "•• ~ 1. (2 .4) 

The expansion of On0 in terms of v~~ is analogous to 
the well-known method of a small Hilbert parameter in 
the kinetic theory of gases. [a, 9 J In the zero-order ap
proximation the desired function satisfies the equation 4> 

s •• {6no} = 0. 

This equation has two linearly independent solutions: 

ono(ert) I on and ilno(ert) I oT, 

so that the general solution is 
iJno(ert) Bno(ert) 

6no(ert)= on 6n(rt),+ fJT 6T(rt). (2.5) 

It is easy to understand that the coefficients On and 
OT have the meaning of fluctuations in the concentra
tion and temperature of the electrons. The equations 
for these quantities are obtained, as usual, by integra
tion of (2.3) containing 1 and E, and have the meaning 
of the equation of continuity and the equation of energy 
transport for the fluctuations. From the form of On0 

as given by Eq. (2 .5 ), it follows that the left-hand 
parts may be obtained from the linearized equations of 
continuity and energy conservation, which determine 
the average concentration and temperature of the elec
trons. In the right-hand sides of the equations for On 
and OT appear the corresponding moments from 
OJ z ( prt ), which play the role of sources of the fluctua
tions in the resulting Langevin transport equations. 
The moments of OJee are equal to zero because of 

3lThe applicability of Davydov's approximation to the kinetic equa
tion, in the right-hand side of which spherical harmonics with arbitrary 
values of l may occur with the same strength, is proved in the same way 
as the applicability of this approximation to the solution of the equa
tion for the Green's function (1, Sec. 3). 

4>Since the spectral density of the fluxes olee (see Eq. (1.214)) is 
proportional to Vee. one can regard the extraneous flux oJ ee as propor
tional to~ and therefore -upon fulfillment of the inequalities 
(2.4)- as small in comparison with S~e· 
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conservation of the number of particles and of the 
energy during interelectronic collisions. 

One can represent the resulting equations in the 
form 

~ {e ~n + div i) = 0, 
ot . 

(2.6a) 

{ on~(T) } 
~ ---+divj.-iE+P(n,T) =U(rt), 

. i!t 

a a a 
~""' ~n-.-+ ~T-.-+ 6E-. (2.6b) 

on oT i!E 

Here n = n(rt), T =T(rt), 'E(T) is the average energy 
per electron, and 

2 2 
P(n, T)=- V ~ eSz(p) = V ~ (e- e') WPP'no(ert) 

p pp' 

is the specific power transmitted by the electrons to 
the phonons. Expressions are obtained for the current 
density and for the energy flux density of the fluctua
tions with the aid of formulas (2.2) and (2.5) 

6j "= 6{en11(T)E- eV (D(T)n) }+ i, 

6je = 6 {( e: - V) nT'I• ii~ [T'i•D(T)j }+ Q, 

2 " v!Tt D = -;;y LJ - 3-no(p}, 
p 

(2 .6c) 

(2.6d) 

The Langevin sources of the fluctuations (here we 
follow the terminology of Lax[ 10 l) are given by 

2 " U(rt)=-y.LJ e6/z(p), 
p 

2 
Qa(rt)=V ~ Wo:Tt6ft(p). 

p 

(2 .7) 

They have the following meaning. The Langevin source 
of energy U describes that part of the fluctuations of 
the power transmitted from the electrons to the lattice 
which is associated with the random character of pho
non emission and absorption, i.e., the exchan]'e of en
ergy with a thermostat. The current source I and the 
source of energy flux Q are related to the statistical 
nature of the scattering of the electrons' momentum. 

It remains to add the formulas for the correlation 
functions of the fluctuation sources U, I, and Q to the 
system of transport equations. After this has been 
done, the Langevin formulation of the problem of fluc
tuations in the electron temperature approximation can 
be regarded as complete. With the aid of Eqs. (2.7) 
and (I.2 .1 0) we find 

2 
(V (r,t!)U (rzlz)) = ~ (11- tz) ll(r1 - rz) V ~ (e- e') 2n0 (e) W PP' 

pp' 

= 26(tt- t2)o(r1 - r2)n(rt)P(T) (T0-t- T-1)-1, (2.8a) 

(I a (r,t,)J dr,t,)) = 2/i (t,- t2 ) o (r1 - r2 ) 6o:~ e2n (rt)D (T), (2 .8b) 

ii2 (T'"D) 
(/la(rilt) Qdrztz)) = 26 (It- tz) ll (r,- rz}lia~ nT-'Io 1 , (2 .8c) 

a(T-') 

(J a(r,tt) Q~ (rzlz)) = 26 (t1 - t2) ll (r1 - r2)6,.~ enT'i• 0~. (T''•D), (2 .8d) 

where To denotes the temperature of the phonons. The 
smallness of the change in an electron's energy during 
scattering was taken into consideration in the deriva
tion of all expressions. 

The correlators ( UI) and ( U Q) are expressed in 
terms of the function < oJo oJa)' which is proportional 

to na and, for small inelasticity of the scattering, 
even in a strong field is small in comparison with the 
functions < oJ 0 oJ 0 ) and < oJ a oJ a ) which are propor
tional to n0 • Therefore, in problems which are of in
terest (for example, problems about current fluctua
tions) the correlators < u1) and < u Q) give a contri
bution which differs from the others by an extra power 
of the inelasticity parameter and which must be dis
carded.5> 

The structure of the Langevin transport equations 
which have been derived agrees with the form of the 
equations introduced by Landau and Lifshitz [l2J in 
order to describe hydrodynamical fluctuations. Since 
they considered fluctuations in a one-component liquid, 
in which the dissipative effects are due only to the 
viscosity, it is natural that the correlation functions of 
the extraneous sources obtained in their work can be 
expressed in terms <;>f kinetic coefficients, which differ 
from zero only upon taking the interparticle interaction 
into account. By using the method presented above, 
one can derive equations for the fluctuations of hydro
dynamical quantities from the kinetic equation. 

In conclusion we note that if one sets oE = 0 in the 
transport equations (2 .6) and determines the current 
fluctuation oj, then it will have the meaning of an ex
traneous random current oj ex, which comes out in the 
theory of fluctuations in electrodynamicsY3• 14l 
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